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Abstract. The Colorado State University standard mesoscale model is used to evaluate the sensitivity
of one-dimensional (1D) and two-dimensional (2D) fields to differences in surface-layer
parameterization “constants”. Such differences reflect the range in the published values of the von
Karman constant, Monin-Obukhov stability functions and the temperature roughness length at the
surface. The sensitivity of 1D boundary-layer structure, and 2D sea-breeze intensity, is generally less
than that found in published comparisons related to turbulence closure schemes generally.

1. Introduction
Use of first-order closure schemes for evaluating turbulent fluxes is common in
many boundary-layer, mesoscale and general circulation models of the atmosphere. This involves a computation of eddy diffusivities throughout the boundary layer and, usually, application of Monin-Obukhov surface-layer theory for
evaluating surface fluxes. This latter application involves some form of semiempirical flux-profile formulation, with appropriate surface boundary conditions
on wind, temperature and humidity, based on wind tunnel or atmospheric
observations.
The comparison of numerical model fields with observations, and inter-model
comparisons themselves, are crucial to the verification and acceptance of specific
models and to the physical parameterization schemes used in the models. Recent
model intercomparisons, and comparisons of planetary boundary layer (PBL)
schemes within specific models, involving both first- and higher-order closures,
have been described in the literature, e.g., by Clarke (1974), Mellor and Yamada
(1974), Yu (1977), Manins (1982) and Mahfouf et al. (1987).
The present note describes the use of a particular mesoscale model to
evaluate the sensitivity of computed model quantities and fields to values of
surface-layer “constants” appearing in the specific surface-layer ensemble mean
parameterization scheme.
2. The CSU Mesoscale Model
The Colorado State University (CSU) mesoscale model, in a number of modified
versions, is being applied extensively around the world and uses Monin-Obukhov
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similarity theory to compute surface fluxes. A diagnostic surface energy balance
(SEB) equation is utilized to evaluate surface temperature (e.g., Mahrer and
Pielke, 1977; McNider and Pielke, 1981). In common with many numerical
models, values of wind speed (u,), potential temperature (0,) and specific humidity (4,) at any one time step and at the first atmospheric level (usually within
the lowest 10% of the boundary layer), together with surface temperature and
humidity (& and qo, respectively) computed at the previous time step, are used to
update the turbulent parameters u*, & and q* (see below) by application of an
iterative technique. The new flux values are then used to determine the new
surface temperature, through an iterative solution of the SEB equation. In
contrast, a modified version of the CSU model described by Arritt (1987) used a
prognostic form of the SEB equation, and solved for the fluxes using the
analytical scheme of Louis (1979).
Model results discussed in this note are based on the standard version of the
model which uses the iterative surface-layer parameterization schemes described
above.
3. Surface-layer Parameterization Schemes
3 .l. FORMULATIONS
In the CSU model, and many others, the surface fluxes are related to the scaling
parameters u*, & and q* through,
7=pl&
H = -pc,u*

(1)
O+ ,

(2)

E=-pu+q+.

(3)

Here T is the surface stress (momentum flux), H is the sensible heat flux (positive
during the day) and E is the evaporation, all computed at a grid point and
representing an ensemble average value. Use of the turbulent scaling parameters
is at the very basis of the Monin-Obukhov theory, and these are related to mean
field variables through the following,

ku,
8* =

k Pr-‘( 0, - 0,)
ln(z/zT)-*H(z/L)

’

A similar relation to (5) for q* can be written, with 0, - 0, replaced by q1 - qo. In
the above, k is von Karman’s constant, Pr is a neutral turbulent Prandtl number,
z is height, z. and zT are aerodynamic roughness and temperature surface
scaling lengths, respectively, and L is the Monin-Obukhov stability length
defined in terms of u* and 8*. Note that r3, and 8i are the values of potential
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temperature at the height zT (not zO)and a level usually several meters above the
ground within the surface layer, respectively. Model schemes differ in their
choice of k, Pr, &/zT and qM,,+; our focus here is on the dependence of model
results on values of these quantities when Equations (1) to (5) are used in the
parameterization scheme. Some models use a free convection formulation for
evaluating H in unstable conditions so that the flux is independent of u* (e.g.,
Zhang and Anthes, 1982); others use the Louis analytical scheme (Louis, 1979)
which replaces Equations 4 and 5 with,
u$ = CD(z/zo, Ri,)u?

(6)

u*& = Pr-’ CH(z/zO, RiB)UIAO,

(7)

where C, and C, are explicit analytical functions of a bulk Richardson number,
Ris, and A0 = 8, - e(z,). Here 8(zo) is the potential. temperature at height zo,
and so may differ from the surface temperature e. if zT and z. differ.
The q functions in Equations (4) and (5) can be readily written in terms of the
gradient function @ discussed below.
3.2. STABILITY

FUNCTIONS

AND

k

The CSU model, together with many other models and schemes (e.g., Louis,
1979; Hansen et al., 1983; Gross, 1985; Leslie et al., 1985; Nickerson et al.,
1986), bases its surface-layer formulation on the observational results of Businger
et al. (1971). Other models use an alternative set of constants, which differ
primarily in the values assigned to k and Pr (see below). The q and @ functions
are related by

9 = I (1-WC))d(ln5)

(8)

where [ = z/L. The 0 functions broadly take the form, for t I 0,
@)M= (1 - -y][)-“4
QH = Pr(1 - .y2[)-1’2

(9)
(10)

and, for 5 > 0,
%f=l+Y35

(11)

aH=Pr+Y41.

(12)

Major results and review recommendations are summarised in Table I; for
example, Dyer (1974) recommended the Businger-Dyer forms (see also Businger,
1988) with k = 0.4 or 0.41, Pr = 1, y1 = y2 = 16, and y3 = y4 = 5. These values
are supported substantially in later reviews by, e.g., Yaglom (1977) and HogStrom (1988). There is thus considerable evidence to suspect the values of k and
Pr found by Businger et al. (1971). Consequently, for an assessmentof the impact
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TABLE I
Values of surface-layer “constants” based on Equations (4) and (5)
and (9) through (12) inclusive - from observations and the review
of Dyer (1974). The Wieringa (1980) results are based on a reanalysis of the Kansas observations used by Businger et al. (1971)
Source
Observations
w70
DH70
B71
G77
W80
DB82
W82
H88
288
Review
D74

k

Pr

Yl

Y2

0.40
0.40

1
0.74
1
1
1
0.95
-

16
15
22
28
20.3
19
-

9
13
14
12.2
11.6
-

0.41

1

16

16

5

0.41
0.35
0.41
0.41
0.40

Y3

Y4

5.2

5.2

4.7
6.9
6.0
-

4.7
9.2
7.8
5

Sources as follows: W70 - Webb (1970); DH70 - Dyer and Hicks
(1970); B71 - Businger et al. (1971); G77 - Garratt (1977); W80 Wieringa (1980); DB82 - Dyer and Bradley (1982); W82 - Webb
(1982); H88 - Hogstrom (1988); 288 - Zhang et al. (1988); D74 Dyer (1974).

of surface-layer “constants” on model quantities and fields, we choose to compare the standard CSU model formulation (which is based on the Businger et al.
(1971) experimental results) with an alternative scheme, likewise based on high
quality experimental results. We thus chose the data of Webb (1970, 1982)
rather than e.g., the recommendations of Dyer (1974), with appropriate y
values, k = 0.4 and Pr = 1. This combination of constants approximates closely
many of the results shown in Table I, but differs significantly from that of
Businger et al. (1971).
3.3. THE SCALING LENGTH ZT

This parameter allows for the effect of the laminar sub-layer at a rough surface
on the transfer of heat and moisture, relative to that for momentum; the ratio of
z. to zT quantifies the excess resistance to the transfer of heat and water vapour
relative to momentum. In the CSU model, allowance is made for this excess
resistance; in many models it is not, e.g., Busch et al. (1976), Zhang and Anthes
(1982), and any model using the scheme of Louis (1979) - e.g., Louis et al.
(1981), Leslie et al. (1985).
The relationship between z. and +?Tfor a range of natural surfaces was
discussed by Garratt and Hicks (1973), with additional data presented in Garratt
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and Francey (1978), and summarised in Brutsaert (1982). For a wide range in the
roughness Reynolds number (Re* = w*.z~/v, v being kinematic viscosity) over
land surfaces, they found
In(zO/zT) = 2.0.
Previously, wind-tunnel studies showed a strong dependence of zO/zT upon the
roughness Reynolds number, apparently related to the bluff, artificial nature of
the surfaces used in the studies (Garratt and Hicks, 1973). Nevertheless, a
modified form of this Re* functional dependence was discussed by Zilitinkevitch
(1970) for application in the real world, and subsequently used by Deardorff
(1974) in his numerical study of the PBL (with a minor numerical constant
modification). This is the relation used in the standard CSU model version, uiz.,
ln(z,-,/zT) = 0.13 Re$45.

(14)

In the usual Re* range over land of 50-1000, Equation (14) is not too different
numerically from Equation (13), which itself is representative of many natural
surfaces, from bare soil through crops to forest canopies.
Model comparisons described herein use the standard model version with
Equation (14) (results are indistinguishable when using Equations (13) or (14), as
against adoption of the Reynolds analogy with z. = zT).
4. Model Sensitivity to Surface-Layer Constants

We refer to the standard CSU model surface-layer parameterization scheme,
using the results of Businger et al. and Equation (13) or (14) as Scheme 1. The
alternative scheme based on Webb (1970, 1982) with y values as indicated in
Table I, and with k = 0.4 and Pr = 1, we refer to as Scheme 2; the standard
scheme, with z. = zT, we call Scheme 3. Results are based on a one-dimensional
(1D) diurnal cycle over land, and a simple two-dimensional (2D) sea-breeze
simulation.
In order to produce an intense sea-breeze circulation, and thus ensure maximum impact of changes to the surface-layer scheme on the sea-breeze simulation,
we specified a dry surface - this maximises the sensible heat fluxes, and minimises
evaporation, during the day. The case of a wet surface is thus not considered
here, though in the 1D simulations one would expect similar behaviour in q* and
E as for & and H in the dry case.
4.1. 1-D

DIURNAL

CYCLE

Simulations were commenced at sunrise in midsummer for a latitude of 30” N,
with a geostrophic wind of 5 m s-’ and an almost dry surface with a value of
z. = 0.05 m. Surface humidity (90) was not calculated directly (e.g., through
solution of a sub-surface moisture equation), but rather a surface wetness factor,
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m, or ratio of actual to potential evaporation, was specified. We took m as 0.05,
giving midday Bowen ratios of about 5. Additional model runs not reported here
showed that the main results were not sensitive to the values of geostrophic wind,
surface wetness or roughness length. Differences between simulations were
greatest near midday and we show in Table II relevant quantities for comparison,
at t = 6 hrs and t = 18 hrs (midnight), including the mean boundary-layer temperature, 6. In addition, Figure 1 shows vertical 8 profiles near midday, together
with the time variation of mixed-layer depth as calculated directly in the CSU
model using the prognostic relation of Deardorff.
Results can be summarised as follows (i) Differences between Scheme 1 (k = 0.35, Pr = 0.74) and Scheme 2 (k = 0.4,
Pr = 1) are significant in both surface parameters and boundary-layer quantities.
In Scheme 2, H values are higher by about 15%, mainly the result of u*
differences; the reason for this can be seen by reference to Equations (2) (4) and
(5). Thus u* increases directly with k (‘rr, is similar for the two schemes),
whereas &. depends in a complex way on numerator and denominator in
Equation (5). The corresponding differences in surface temperature reveal an
inverse correlation with heat flux, the result of the computational method for &
and f3,. This follows from consideration of the SEB equation; at any time, the
downward short and longwave fluxes can be taken as constant, R (independent of
&), so that the balance requires (for a dry surface),
H + ot# + c( &, - &) = constant = R .

(15)

Thus any increase in H (e.g., through u*) requires a decrease in 0,. In the above,
u is the Stefan-Bolzmann constant, c is a soil thermal constant, and 0, is a deep
soil temperature.
The differences in H values are reflected in differences in boundary-layer
temperature and depth; Scheme 2 produces greater H, and hence greater PBL
temperature and depth.

TABLE II
CPmparison of surface parameters and mean boundary-layer temperature
(0) at f = 6 and 18 hrs of a 1D diurnal cycle (t = 0 corresponds to sunrise),
for the three surface-layer schemes

t

Scheme

(hrs)
6

18

u*
(m s-l)

(“w mF2)

1

0.30
0.34
0.30
0.10

0.12

2
3

0.11
0.11

0.13

1
2
3

1.24

1.29
1.40
0.13

451
536
514
-16
-17
-17

314.7
306.2
308.7
288.8
287.8
288.1

296.2
296.6
296.5
299.3
299.5
299.4
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Fig. 1. (a) 1D potential temperature profiles at I = 6 hrs (near midday) for the three surface-layer
schemes, as follows: curve a - scheme 1; curve b - scheme 2; curve c - scheme 3. Horizontal arrows
indicate the boundary-layer top computed using Deardorff’s prognostic equation. (b) Boundary-layer
depth as a function of time for the ID simulations and three surface-layer schemes.
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(ii) Differences between Schemes 1 (zO/zT = 7.5) and 3 (zO/zT = 1) mostly
affect thermal properties; during daytime, the results reveal the expected inequality - &, = @z,) > e(z,) when zT < z. - with larger values of H for the case
zo = zT as result of increased f& alone. The friction velocity is unaffected. As
before, boundary-layer properties change accordingly, so that use of the
erroneous Reynolds analogy results in a daytime PBL that is too deep and too
warm.
Nighttime results are relatively insensitive to changes in the surface-layer
parameterization “constants”.
4.2. 2-D

SEA

BREEZE

For these simulations, we took an 84 X 20 grid, Ax = 7.5 km, for latitude 30” N in
summer with an offshore geostrophic wind of 5 m s-’ and sea-surface temperature of 290 K; the surface was almost dry (m = 0.05) with z. = 0.05 m. Table
III gives the comparison details at t = 9, 12 and 15 hrs when the sea-breeze
intensity (defined in terms of the maximum vertical velocity, wmax,at any one
time) was near its maximum. Differences amongst the three schemes are directly
the result of prefrontal differences in surface heat flux as determined in the 1D
comparisons. Thus, the standard model version (Scheme 1) gives the smallest H
(and greatest 0,), lowest prefrontal PBL temperatures - therefore lowest crossfrontal thermal contrast - and smallest updraft vertical velocity. There is little
significant difference in sea-breeze structure when either Schemes 2 and 3 are
used, again consistent with 1D results if applied to the prefrontal situation. Any
differences between schemes tend to diminish as the day progresses through
sunset, so by t = 15 hrs when the lower atmosphere is stably stratified, the results
in terms of 6 (which drives the circulation) are little different.

TABLE III
Comparison of surface parameters and mean boundary-layer temperature (d) inland of a 2D sea breeze, together with maximum
updraft velocity (w,,,), for the three surface-layer schemes. Values
are shown at three times, with r = 0 corresponding in sunrise.
Scheme
fhrs)
Y

12
15

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

315.8
308.2
310.2
306.7
304.6
304.5
293.2
292.0
292.1

298.6
299.1
299.0
300.0
300.4
300.4
300.1
300.4
300.4

H

WIlla.

(W m-*)

(m s-r)

407
457
449
133
119
126
-21
-22
-22

0.38
0.45
0.47
0.45
0.48
0.51
0.38
0.40
0.41
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5. Jliscussion
We find that uncertainties in surface and surface-layer parameterization “constants” affect mixed-layer temperatures by no more than about 0.5 K, and the
mixed-layer depth by less than 200 m; nighttime surface temperatures are
affected by less than 1 K. For a typical intense sea-breeze circulation over a
nearly-dry surface, updraft velocities differ by about 0.1 m s-l at the most (for a
grid length of 7.5 km). The sensitivity of boundary-layer structure to uncertainties in surface-layer parameterization “constants” is comparable with, but no
greater than, that due to uncertainties in PBL eddy dithrsivity (K) parameterization schemes. For example, Clarke (1974) compared a number of methods
(mainly first-order K schemes of varying complexity) and found a range in
daytime u* of about 0.24 to 0.31 m s-‘. Both Yu (1977) and Mahfouf et al.
(1987) compared 1D boundary-layer structure under diurnal forcing using several K schemes, including that of O’Brien (1970) - used in the CSU standard
version - and a turbulent kinetic energy approach. Yu (1977) - see his Figures 6
and 7 - found differences in boundary-layer temperature and depth during
daytime of 1 to 2 K and 200 to 300 m, respectively; in contrast, Mahfouf et al.
(1987) - see their Figure 2 - found smaller differences of 0.5 K and 50 to 100 m.
In addition, Manins (1982) - see his Figures 2, 3, 6 and 7 - compared several
similar schemes and found differences of less than 1 K and 200 m. Finally, in a set
of 3D simulations, Mahfouf et al.3 (1987) sea-breeze comparisons produced a
range in maximum vertical velocity of 0.10 to 0.17 m s-’ for a horizontal grid
length of 11 km - somewhat greater (in a relative sense) than values seen in
Table III for a grid length of 7.5 km.
The results presented here should be applicable to other models that use
Monin-Obukhov theory to determine surface fluxes from surface-layer variables.
This should be so, irrespective of the complexity of schemes used to calculate,
e.g., surface moisture (with sub-surface moisture fluxes and inclusion of vegetation), turbulent fluxes throughout the boundary layer, and the impact of sub-grid
variability.
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